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In February 2017, Autodesk
announced that its annual
revenues for 2016 were
$2.87 billion, up from $2.52
billion in 2015. AutoCAD is
built around a wireframe-
based model. In this model,
geometry is represented by
lines and polylines (geometric
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shapes) connecting two or
more points. At the same
time, it is possible to edit all
the lines and their properties,
including color, thickness,
dash pattern, and hatch
pattern, to make the model
appear "lifelike." The lines
are often connected together
with other lines to form a
three-dimensional (3D)
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model. The lines are called
"wireframe" because they
appear on a two-dimensional
(2D) page as if they were
wire on a 2D drawing. The
lines can be grouped
together, or "joined," to form
2D or 3D models. These lines
are collectively referred to as
"objects." Quickly building up
models is a big attraction for
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AutoCAD users. The "drag-
and-drop" feature lets you
move, rotate, scale, and
reposition objects by clicking
and dragging a 2D or 3D
object on the screen. Editors
often use the "Measurement
Bar" tool to measure lengths
and angles. The "Rotate" tool
is used to make 360-degree
rotations, and the "Shear"
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tool is used to manipulate
angles and sizes. AutoCAD
allows users to customize the
2D and 3D views with which
they work. The 2D view is
called the "Drawing View."
Most users only see this view
when drawing. The 3D view is
called the "Model View." This
view is primarily used to
visualize 3D objects and for
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3D modeling. The user can
change the default view for
the Drawing View, Model
View, and User Views. The 2D
view, also called the
"Drawing View," is the default
view for most of AutoCAD's
functions and can be
changed by going to the View
Menu. The 3D view, also
called the "Model View," is
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the default view for most of
AutoCAD's functions, but it
can be changed by going to
the View Menu. A 3D view is
also known as a "3D drawing"
or "3D model," and a 2D view
is called a "2D drawing" or
"2D model." The workpiece in
a design drawing is called
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SuperDrive, or better known
as CADStudio, is a software
utility with a large collection
of add-on applications.
SuperDrive provides the basic
functionality of AutoCAD as
well as support for certain
third-party applications. Many
of its applications can be
used in conjunction with the
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main AutoCAD application.
SuperDrive includes Autodesk
Exchange Apps as well as
stand-alone add-ons which
are available at the Autodesk
Exchange Apps store. History
AutoCAD was originally
developed by the AutoDesk
company, which changed its
name to Autodesk in 1999.
Autodesk acquired the
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AutoCAD company in 2006.
The first release of AutoCAD
was in 1991, and was a
standalone drawing program.
It was capable of creating 2D
drawings, and reading and
editing DWG files, but did not
include a capability for
creating or editing 3D
models. The first 3D
modeling programs were
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CADENCE I-Viewer, Sun3D
Viewer, which were based on
the 3D DXF file format.
Autodesk started developing
AutoCAD's 2D software in
1991 as a separate
application, and kept it
separate from the 3D
software. AutoCAD was
originally a 2D drafting
package, as it only read and
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edited 2D drawings, and did
not support 3D modeling,
even though a 3D model
could be read and used as a
background for 2D drafting.
Originally, the cost of the full
version of AutoCAD was
$5,000, though Autodesk
reduced the price to $3,995
in 1997. AutoCAD's 2D
drawing capabilities were
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capable of generating both
dxf and dwg file formats. This
was first achieved by
Autodesk in 1992 with
AutoCAD II. Autodesk
increased the number of
functions supported by
AutoCAD, and upgraded the
3D modeling, and drawing
capabilities. AutoCAD was
sold at various price points,
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ranging from $995 to
$15,995, depending on the
features. The first version of
AutoCAD was released in
1991. That version had one of
the most advanced 3D
modeling tools of that time,
although Autodesk did not
yet fully support AutoCAD's
3D capabilities. Autodesk
discontinued the AutoCAD
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technical support group in
1993. A few years later,
AutoDesk released 3D design
applications. The first release
was 3D Building Design,
followed by 3D Architectural
Design. The next generation
of AutoC ca3bfb1094
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AutoCAD Crack + Activation Code

As a computer user you must
activate the program by
double clicking the
Autocad.exe file. Then a
working license key will be
automatically generated. The
license key is generated in
the file C:\AutoCAD_User. If
you are using Windows Vista,
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7 or 8, the keygen is not
activated. You must install
Autodesk Autocad and open
the file C:\Programs\Autodesk
\AutoCAD 2011\Setup\x64\Au
toCAD.exe. In the dialog box
that opens, open the Autocad
folder, then double click the
AutoCAD.exe file. The license
key will be automatically
generated and you must not
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change it. Other versions
Formerly referred to as
"Autocad Express", versions
from earlier than 2006, when
the project was discontinued,
cannot be installed. From
version 2014 (Autocad 14) on
you can only activate the
keygen and start the
program. A new "Autocad 14"
folder will appear in your
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documents folder. The new
folder is a shortcut to start
the new program with the
keygen activated. The '14' in
the folder name will change
to the version you use. The
only way to start a working
version of Autocad before
version 2006, is to use the
Autocad for Windows
(formerly known as Autocad
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97) or the earlier Autocad 88.
See also Autocad (software)
Autodesk Inventor
References External links
Autodesk Support
Category:Autodesk software
Category:Windows-only
software
Category:AutoCADQ: IOS
Rotation and UIKit If the
orientation of my app is
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landscape, UIKit requires me
to implement the following
methods for UIView: - (BOOL)
shouldAutorotateToInterface
Orientation: - (UIInterfaceOrie
ntation)supportedInterfaceOri
entations My question is: how
do you handle the rotation
case when it is supported and
the view is added to the
viewController in the
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following method? -
(void)viewDidLoad or -
(void)viewDidUnload A: As
you would expect you need
to call shouldAutorotateToInt
erfaceOrientation: on your
view controller first and
implement the two methods
you've mentioned. Q:

What's New in the AutoCAD?
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Automatic variable block
placement: With the new
Placement Manager, you can
now define the new object’s
location and orientation
before actually drawing it.
Design Time Shading Effects:
With new Shading Effects in
the Shading panel, you can
control the opacity and
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coloration of lines, fills, and
hatch patterns. Non-linear
perspective on an ellipse
(video: 8:25 min.): With the
new Perspective Manager,
you can rotate and move
ellipses so you can use them
to represent curved surfaces,
like doors and windows.
Symbol Editing
Improvements: You can now
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define your symbols in order
to use them as components.
You can also define symbols
from scratch. Auto-warping
that is not destructive (video:
1:43 min.): Auto-warping,
which was introduced with
the new Warp tool,
automatically warps a design,
like a house, while allowing
you to leave the object alone.
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This is good news for all
those who are concerned
with the conservation of the
historic structures, such as
stables, barns, and farm
houses. Improved availability
of 3D objects: Three-
dimensional (3D) objects can
now be located in the status
bar, and you can quickly
access all the objects on the
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ribbon through context-
sensitive menu items. A more
efficient performance model
(video: 2:55 min.): AutoCAD’s
performance has improved
with the new performance
model. This means faster
drawing with better rendering
of your models, so you can
spend less time waiting for
your drawings to appear on
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the screen and more time in
your design. New 3D cursor
options (video: 5:00 min.):
You can use the new 3D
cursor tool to move, rotate,
and scale your objects in 3D.
You can also spin or tilt to
create an angled view.
Interactive eCAD: This new
tool adds another level of
creativity to your CAD
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designs. With eCAD, you can
add blocks and symbols to
your designs interactively
from a PDF or printout. The
tool has an easy-to-use
interface that lets you select
a single line, a range of lines,
or multiple layers and then
export them as a single PDF
document. Once the export is
complete, you can send it to
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your colleagues and annotate
the eCAD file easily using the
annotate feature of
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System Requirements For AutoCAD:

Windows 7/Vista/XP Intel®
Core™ i5/i3 2.0 GHz or higher
4GB of system RAM (6GB
recommended) 512MB of
system memory (1GB
recommended) 4GB of
available hard drive space
DirectX® 9.0c 1024×768
resolution, recommended for
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best performance Original,
unmodified DirectX video
drivers Mac OS X 10.6.x
(Intel® Core™ 2 Duo, Intel®
Core™ i5 or Intel® Core™
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